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Set of 
 Is it empty
 Is it infinite
 How dense is it?
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Exists due to:

Called density denoted by     . 



Theorems

Theorem.                is decidable.            (so is             )
When the update matrix is diagonalisable:                            finitely many       .

Theorem.     can be computed to arbitrary additive precision.

Theorem.                 is decidable, 

when there are at most  three dominant eigenvalues. 
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How does the algorithm work on the example?

How frequently are we on the red arc?

Theorem. (Weyl) The frequency is 
proportional to the length of the arc.



For the general case we make crucial use of:

 A higher dimensional version of Weyl’s theorem found in:

 Koiran’s theorem 




      to approximate the volume of certain constructible sets.



Open Problem

Can we decide whether                   ?

A priori can’t use the approximation algorithm as      is not algebraic in general.

Theorem. The problem is solved in the case when there are at most three 
dominant eigenvalues by deciding whether: 



Thank you


